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Abstract: A unifying thermomechanical framework is presented that reconciles several classes of gradient elastoviscoplasticity and
damage models proposed in the literature during the last 40 years. It is based on the introduction of the micromorphic counterpart �� of
a selected state or internal variable � in a standard constitutive model. In addition to the classical balance of momentum equation, a
balance of micromorphic momentum is derived that involves generalized stress tensors. The corresponding additional boundary conditions
are also deduced from the procedure. The power of generalized forces is assumed to contribute to the energy balance equation. The free
energy density function is then chosen to depend on a relative generalized strain, typically �-��, and the microstrain gradient ���. When
applied to the deformation gradient itself, ��F> , the method yields the micromorphic theory of Eringen and Mindlin together with its
extension to finite deformation elastoviscoplasticity by Forest and Sievert. If the selected variable is the cumulative plastic strain, the
theory reduces to the so-called “nonlocal implicit gradient-enhanced elastoplasticity model” by Engelen, Geers, and Peerlings, provided
that simplified linear relationships are adopted between generalized stresses and strains. The same holds if the micromorphic variable
coincides with a microdamage variable. If the internal constraint is introduced that the micromorphic variable �� remains as close as
possible to the macroscopic variable �, the micromorphic model reduces to the second gradient or gradient of internal variable approach
as defined by Maugin. If the selected variable is the cumulative plastic strain or the full plastic strain tensor, the constrained micromorphic
theory delivers Aifantis-like strain gradient plasticity models. The advantage of the micromorphic approach is that it provides the
generalized balance equation under nonisothermal conditions and offers the setting for anisotropic nonlinear constitutive relations between
generalized stress and strains in contrast to most existing models. In rate-independent plasticity, it is shown that there is generally no need
for a variational formulation of the yield condition.
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Introduction

In the continuum modeling of materials with microstructure as
developed in the early 1960s, microscopic variables are intro-
duced in the classical continuum setting, that fulfill additional
balance equations complementing the balance of momentum
equations. The paradigm of such a continuum model accounting
for microstructure effect is the micromorphic medium introduced
by Eringen and Suhubi �1964a,b� and Mindlin �1964�, which in-
troduces a full �generally noncompatible� microdeformation field
in addition to the classical displacement field. In view of the
tremendous computational effort associated with the introduction
of additional degrees-of-freedom, it was shown in the 1970s that,
in many cases, the generalized balance equations for microvari-
ables can be reduced to differential evolution equations �Sidoroff
1975�. In this process, the internal degrees-of-freedom become
internal variables �Maugin 1999�. This approach led to consider-
able successes in the modeling of the elastoviscoplastic behavior
of materials.
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Due to the current endeavor to model size effects in the con-
stitutive and fracture behavior of materials, there is a need to
restore the status of internal degrees-of-freedom to some variables
involved in nowadays classical elastoviscoplastic constitutive
models. This gives rise to a large variety of generalized con-
tinuum models based on well-established continua such as the
Cosserat, second gradient, and micromorphic theories �Forest and
Sievert 2003�, as well as on more recent plastic strain gradient
approaches �Aifantis 1987; Dorgan and Voyiadjis 2003�, and the
so-called implicit theory of plasticity and damage �Peerlings et al.
2001�. In the latter approaches, the additional partial differential
equations to be solved are very often postulated without providing
the most general possible boundary conditions, nor the thermody-
namic framework required for the extensibility of the models to
nonisothermal and nonlinear �geometrical and material� behavior.
The abundant literature conveys the image of a plethoric zoology
of generalized continuum models, which makes difficult the
choice of the most appropriate model for a given material. There
is a real need for unifying and classifying these approaches.

The objective of the present work is to show that most models
in the strain gradient literature can be related to a systematic
thermomechanical method of construction of higher order media,
that we call the micromorphic approach. The name micromorphic
is used here in a broader sense than in the original expression
coined by Eringen and Suhubi �1964a,b�. The class of models
derived in this work share two aspects with the original one,
called here the full micromorphic medium: an internal degree-of-

freedom related to strain quantities and a dependence of the free
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energy on the difference between the macro and microvariables.
According to the proposed approach, an internal variable �, of
any tensorial nature, is selected in a classical elastoviscoplastic
model. The status of internal degree-of-freedom is restored for the
associated micromorphic variable ��, appearing explicitly in the
balance equations �Svendsen 1999�. For isotropic materials, intro-
ducing the quadratic contributions ��-���2 and � �� .� �� into
the free energy will turn out to be the necessary hypothesis to
recover most of the existing formulations.

The systematic formal procedure called micromorphic ap-
proach is explained in the next section. It is shown in which cases
the standard Cosserat, second gradient, and micromorphic theo-
ries are recovered. The procedure is then applied subsequently to
strain gradient plasticity. In particular, the additional partial dif-
ferential equations to be solved are derived to include the effect of
gradient of isotropic and kinematic hardening variables. The con-
sistency conditions in plasticity and the extensions to anisother-
mal conditions are explored. Microdamage is considered in the
next section. Specific difficulties arising for multimechanisms in
anisotropic plasticity and damage, exemplified by crystal plastic-
ity and cleavage, are investigated following that. In the last sec-
tion, we consider the internal constraint forcing the micromorphic
variable �� to remain as close as possible to the macrovariable �.
In this way, the well-known Aifantis model and its recent variants
are retrieved.

In this work, zeroth, first, second, and third order tensors are
denoted by a ,a� ,a> ,a�

>
, respectively. The simple, double, and triple

contractions are written ., :, and ], respectively. In index form
with respect to an orthonormal Cartesian basis, these notations
correspond to

a� . b� = aibi a> :b> = aijbij a�
>
] b�
>

= aijkbijk �1�

where repeated indices are summed up. The tensor product is
denoted by �. The nabla operator with respect to the reference
configuration is denoted by �. For example, the component ijk of
�F̃ is Fij,k. The sign ª defines the quantity on the left-hand side.

General Procedure for Introducing Micromorphic
Variables

Micromorphic Approach

We start from an elastoviscoplasticity model formulation within
the framework of the classical Cauchy continuum and classical
continuum thermodynamics according to Germain et al. �1983�
and Maugin �1999�. The material behavior is characterized by the
reference sets of degrees-of-freedom and state variables

DOF0 = �u� � STATE 0 = �F> , T, �� �2�

on which the free energy density function � may depend. The
displacement vector is u� . The deformation gradient is denoted by
F̃ whereas � represents the whole set of internal variables of
arbitrary tensorial order accounting for nonlinear processes at
work inside the material volume element, like isotropic and kine-
matic hardening variables. The absolute temperature is T.

The proposed systematic method for the enhancement of the
previous continuum and constitutive theory to incorporate gener-
alized strain gradient effects proceeds as follows:
1. Select a variable � from the set of state variables, which is
supposed to carry the targeted gradient effects
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� � �F> , T, �� �3�

It can be a tensor variable of arbitrary rank. For the illustra-
tion, it is treated as a scalar quantity in this section.

2. Introduce the micromorphic variable �� associated with �. It
has the same tensor rank and same physical dimension as �.
Regard it as an additional internal degree-of-freedom

DOF = �u� , ��� �4�

3. Extend the virtual power of internal forces to the power done
by the micromorphic variable and its first gradient

P�i��v��, ��̇�� = −�
D

p�i��v��, ��̇��dV

p�i��v��, ��̇�� = �> :�v�� + a��̇� + b� . ���̇� �5�

where D=subdomain of the current configuration � of the
body. The Cauchy stress is �> and a and b� =generalized
stresses associated with the micromorphic variable and its
first gradient.

4. Extend then the power of contact forces as follows:

P�c��v��, ��̇�� =�
D

p�c��v��, ��̇��dV

p�c��v��, ��̇�� = t� . v�� + ac��̇� �6�

where t�=traction vector and ac a generalized traction.
5. Extend the power of forces acting at a distance by introduc-

ing, if necessary, generalized body forces

P�e��v��, ��̇�� =�
D

p�e��v��, ��̇��dV

p�e��v��, ��̇�� = �f� . v�� + ae��̇� + b� e . ���̇� �7�

where �f� ,ae ,b� e account for given simple and generalized
body forces. Following Germain �1973�, given body couples
and double forces working with the gradient of the velocity
field, could also be introduced in the theory.

6. Formulate the generalized principle of virtual power with
respect to the velocity and micromorphic variable fields, pre-
sented here in the static case only

P�i��v��, ��̇� + P�e��v��, ��̇�� + P�c��v��, ��̇� = 0

∀ D � � ∀ v�� ∀ ��̇ �8�

The method of virtual power according to Maugin �1980� is
used then to

7. Derive the standard local balance of momentum equation

div �> + �f� = 0 ∀ x� � � �9�

and the generalized balance of micromorphic momentum
equation

div�b� − b� e� − a + ae = 0 ∀ x� � � �10�

8. Derive the associated boundary conditions for the simple and
generalized tractions

t� = �> . n� ∀ x� � �D �11�

c e
a = �b� − b� � . n� ∀ x� � �D �12�
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9. Enhance the local balance of energy by the generalized mi-
cromorphic power already included in the power of internal
forces �Eq. �5��

��̇ = p�i� − div q� + �r �13�

where �=specific internal energy, q� =heat flux vector; and
r=external heat sources.

10. Enlarge the state space to include the micromorphic variable
and its first gradient

STATE = �F> , T, �, ��, � ��� �14�

11. Formulate the entropy principle in its local form

− ���̇ + �Ṫ� + p�i� −
q�
T

. �T 	 0 �15�

where it is assumed that the entropy production vector is still
equal to the heat vector divided by temperature, as in classi-
cal thermomechanics according to Coleman and Noll �1963�.
Again, the enhancement of the theory goes through the en-
riched power density of internal forces �Eq. �5��.

12. Exploit the entropy principle according to classical con-
tinuum thermodynamics to derive the state laws. For that
purpose, the following constitutive functions are introduced
�more general dependencies, especially dissipative micro-
mechanisms are considered in the section Dissipative
Micromechanisms�

� = �̂�F> e,T,�, ��,���� �16�

�> = �̂> �F> e,T,�, ��,���� �17�

a = â�F> e,T,�, ��,���� �18�

� = �̂�F> e,T,�, ��,���� �19�

b� = b�̂ �F> e,T,�, ��,���� �20�

where F> e represents the elastic part of total deformation. Its pre-
cise definition depends, however, on the retained decomposition
of total deformation into elastic and plastic contributions. The
usual multiplicative decomposition is adopted below for the illus-
tration. The state laws follow:

�> = �
��̂

�F> e . F> eT �21�

� = −
��̂

�T
�22�

X = �
��̂

��
�23�

a = �
��̂

���
�24�

b� = �
��̂

� � ��
�25�
and the residual dissipation is
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Dres = Wp − X�̇ −
q�
T

. �T 	 0 �26�

where Wp represents the �visco-�plastic power, and X
thermo-
dynamic force associated with the internal variable �. The
existence of a convex dissipation potential depending on the ther-
modynamic forces can then be assumed from which the evolution
rules for internal variables are derived, that identically fulfill the
entropy inequality, as usually done in classical continuum ther-
momechanics �Germain et al. 1983�.

At this first stage, there will be no need for considering gen-
eralized external body forces so that ae=0, b� e=0. In the follow-
ing, this mehodology will be applied to existing theories of
plasticity and damage.

After presenting the general approach, we readily give the
most simple example, which provides a direct connection to sev-
eral existing generalized continuum models. We consider first
cases where � and �� are observer invariant quantities. The free
energy density function � is chosen as a function of the general-
ized relative strain variable e defined as

e = � − �� �27�

thus, introducing a coupling between macro and micromorphic
variables. Assuming isotropic material behavior for brevity, the
additional contributions to the free energy can be taken as qua-
dratic functions of e and � ��

��F> e,T,�, ��,���� = ��1��F> e,T,�� + ��2��e = � − ��,���,T�

�28�

with

���2� =
1

2
H��� − ���2 +

1

2
A � �� . ��� �29�

After inserting the state laws �Eqs. �24� and �25��

a = �
��

���
= − H��� − ��� �30�

b� = �
��

� � ��
= A � �� �31�

into the additional balance Eq. �10�

a = div b� �32�

the following partial differential equation is obtained, at least for
a homogeneous material under isothermal conditions:

� = �� −
A

H�

��� �33�

where �=Laplace operator. This type of equation is encountered
at several places in the mechanics of generalized continua espe-
cially in the linear micromorphic theory �Mindlin 1964; Eringen
1999; Dillard et al. 2006� and in the so-called implicit gradient
theory of plasticity and damage �Peerlings et al. 2001; Engelen
et al. 2003; Peerlings et al. 2004�. Note, however, that this equa-
tion corresponds to a special quadratic potential and represents
the simplest micromorphic extension of the classical theory. It

involves a characteristic length scale defined by
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lc
2 =

A

H�

�34�

This length is real for positive values of the ratio A /H�. The
additional material parameters HX and A are assumed to be posi-
tive in this work. This does not exclude a softening material be-
havior that can be induced by the proper evolution of the internal
variables �including �=� itself�.

Full Micromorphic and Microstrain Theories

The micromorphic theory proposed in Eringen and Suhubi
�1964a,b� and Mindlin �1964� is retrieved by choosing

� � F> �35�

i.e., the selected variable � is the full deformation gradient itself.
The associated micromorphic variable is

�� � �
>

�36�

where �
>
�x� �=generally nonsymmetric and noncompatible field of

microdeformation introduced by these authors. Following the ap-
proach sketched in the previous section, the power of internal
forces is extended by the micromorphic power, written here in the
small deformation framework for the sake of brevity

p�i� = �> :�u̇� + a> :�̇
>

+ B�
>
] ��̇

>
�37�

An �infinitesimal� change of observer of rate w> changes the gra-

dient of the velocity field into �u�̇ +w> and the microdeformation

rate into �
>̇

+w> . The principle of �infinitesimal� material frame
indifference requires the invariance of p�i� with respect to �infini-
tesimal� Euclidean changes of observers �Gurtin 2003�. As a re-
sult, the sum �> +a> must be a symmetric second-rank tensor. The
power density of internal forces can, therefore, be rewritten in the
following form:

p�i� = �> :�̇> + s>:��u̇� − �̇
>
� + S�

>
] ��̇

>
�38�

where �> is symmetric; s>=generally nonsymmetric relative stress
tensor, and S�

>
=B�
>

=higher order stress tensor introduced in the
formulation of Eringen �1999�. The infinitesimal strain tensor is

�> . The generalized strain rates �u�̇ −�
>̇

and ��
>̇

are invariant with
respect to �infinitesimal� changes of observers �the reasoning
holds true at finite deformation as done in Mindlin �1964� and
Eringen and Suhubi �1964a,b��. The balance equations of momen-
tum and of generalized moment of momentum take the form

div��> + s>� + �f� = 0 div S�
>

+ s> = 0 �39�

which shows an explicit coupling between both balance equations
via the relative stress tensor s>. Such a coupling was not explicit in
the general formulation �see Eqs. �9� and �10��, but it finally be-
comes evident through the constitutive coupling in Eq. �30�.

The microstrain theory proposed in Forest and Sievert �2006�
is an application of the micromorphic approach when taking

� � C> = F> T . F> �� � �C> �40�

or

� � �> �� � ��> �41�

within the small strain approximation. Because of the symmetry
of the microstrain tensor, it is not necessary to introduce a relative
stress tensor in the enriched power of internal forces. Instead, the

standard form �Eq. �5�� is adopted
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p�i� = �> :�̇> + a> :��̇> + B�
>

:���̇> �42�

The coupling between macro and microstrain arises at the consti-
tutive level since the free energy density was proposed in Forest
and Sievert �2006� to be a function

���> e, T, �, e> ª �> − ��> , K�
>
ª ���> � �43�

The additional arguments may be limited to their nondissipative
parts e>e ,K�

>

e according to Forest and Sievert �2006�. The existence
of dissipative micromechanisms is considered in a later section.
When the following simplified constitutive equations are adopted:

a> = H�e> b�
>

= A � ��> �44�

the extra balance equation takes the following simple form:

��> − lc
2���> = �> with lc

2 =
A

H�

�45�

as shown in Dillard et al. �2006�. This represents an extension
of the scalar partial differential �Eq. �33�� to a tensor valued mi-
cromorphic variable. The Laplace operator applies here to each
individual tensor component, within a Cartesian orthonormal co-
ordinate system.

The full micromorphic continuum can be regarded as the com-
bination of the microstrain and Cosserat continua �Forest and
Sievert 2006�. The Cosserat continuum itself can be interpreted in
terms of the proposed methodology. It corresponds to the choice

� = R> �� = �R> �46�

where R> =material rotation in the polar decomposition of F> . The
associated quantity �R> is nothing but the micropolar rotation rep-
resenting the rotation of a triad of directors attributed to each
material point. The generalized stress a> in the enriched power of
internal forces is then related to the skew-symmetric part of the
Cosserat stress tensor. Cosserat models are known to be able to
account for some size effects in the softening plastic behavior of
granular materials �Mühlhaus and Vardoulakis 1987� and in the
hardening behavior of metals �Forest et al. 2000a�.

Microstrain Gradient Plasticity

The proposed methodology is now applied to the simplest models
available for the isothermal elastic-plastic behavior of materials.
Different generalized models are worked out and compared to the
existing models in the literature. It turns out that several existing
strain gradient plasticity models are recovered using the proposed
systematic procedure. Some differences are evidenced due to the
precise thermodynamical background of the approach, which is
not always present in the earlier approaches. In particular, the
approach can be used to tackle coupled problems, thus, providing
coupled strain gradient equations not present in the literature. A
simple example of this coupling is given to account for a possible
dependence of material parameters with temperature. The frame-
work is applicable to plasticity and viscoplasticity.

Scalar Microstrain Gradient Plasticity

Balance and Constitutive Equations
The reference state space corresponding to a classical elastoplas-

ticity model retained in this subsection is
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DOF0 = �u� � STATE 0 = ��> e, p, �� �47�

where �> e= �infinitesimal� elastic strain tensor; p=cumulated
plastic strain variable; and � denotes another possible internal
variable of any tensorial rank. The selected variable for the mi-
cromorphic approach is

� � p �48�

which the micromorphic variable �p is associated to. The classical
powers of internal and contact forces are extended in the follow-
ing way:

p�i� = �> :�̇> + a�ṗ + b� . ��ṗ p�c� = t� . u̇� + ac�ṗ �49�

in which generalized stresses a and b� have been introduced. The
application of the method of virtual power leads to the following
additional local balance equation and boundary conditions in ad-
dition to the classical local balance of momentum and traction
condition at the outer boundary

div b� − a = 0 ∀ x� � � ac = b� . n� ∀ x� � �� �50�

Generalized body forces ae and b� e could be introduced in the case
of a necessity in the balance equations. The total strain is split
into its elastic and plastic parts

�> = �> e + �> p �51�

The extended state space on which constitutive functions may
depend is

STATE = ��> e, p, �, �p, � �p� �52�

The free energy density function � is assumed to be a function of
the previous set STATE. The Clausius-Duhem inequality then
takes the form

��> − �
��

��> e�:�̇> e + �a − �
��

��p
��ṗ + �b� − �

��

� � �p
� . ��ṗ

+ �> :�̇> p − �
��

�p
ṗ − �

��

��
�̇ 	 0 �53�

from which the following state laws and residual dissipation are
derived:

�> = �
��

��> e a = �
��

��p
b� = �

��

� � �p
R = �

��

�p
X = �

��

��

�54�

Dres = �> :�̇> p − Rṗ − X�̇ 	 0 �55�

The plastic behavior is characterized by the yield function
f��> ,R ,X�. In the micromorphic model, the yield function can still
be treated as the dissipation potential providing the flow and evo-
lution rules for the internal variables. This corresponds to the
hypothesis of maximal dissipation or normality rule

�̇> p = �̇
�f

��>
ṗ = − �̇

�f

�R
�̇ = − �̇

�f

�X
�56�

where �̇=plastic multiplier. At this stage, a coupling between the
macroscopic and microscopic variables must be introduced, for
instance via the relative cumulative plastic strain p− �p. An ex-

ample of such a possible coupling is given in the next paragraph.
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Example
A quadratic form is proposed to model the free energy density
function, with respect to elastic strain, cumulative plastic strain,
relative plastic strain, and micromorphic plastic strain gradient

����> e,p, �p,��p� =
1

2
�> e:�>

>
:�> e +

1

2
Hp2 +

1

2
H��p − �p�2

+
1

2
� �p . A> . ��p �57�

The corresponding classical model describes an elastoplastic ma-
terial behavior with linear elasticity characterized by the tensor of
elastic moduli �>

>
and the linear hardening modulus H. Two addi-

tional material parameters are introduced in the micromorphic
extension of this classical model, namely, the coupling modulus
H� �unit MPa� and the micromorphic “stiffness” A> �unit MPa m2�.
The thermodynamic forces associated with the state variables are
given by the relations �Eq. �54��

�> = �>
>

:�> e �58a�

a = − H��p − �p� �58b�

b� = A> . ��p �58c�

R = �H + H��p − H�
�p �58d�

Note that when the relative plastic strain e= p− �p is close to zero,
the linear hardening rule retrieves its classical form and the gen-
eralized stress a vanishes. Only the strain gradient effect �p re-
mains in the enriched work of internal forces �Eq. �49��. This is
the situation encountered in the strain gradient plasticity models
developed in Fleck and Hutchinson �2001�. When inserted in the
additional balance Eq. �50�, the previous state laws lead to the
following partial differential equation:

�p −
1

H�

div�A> . ��p� = p �59�

Let us specialize this equation to the case of isotropic materials,
for which the second order tensor of micromorphic stiffness re-
duces to

A> = A1> �60�

which involves a single additional material parameter. Eq. �59�
then becomes

�p −
A

H�

��p = p �61�

which is identical to the additional partial differential equation
used in the so-called implicit gradient-enhanced elastoplasticity in
Engelen et al. �2003�. The microstrain �p is called there the “non-
local strain measure” p̄. Note, however, that the latter model in-
volves only one additional material parameter, namely, lc

2=A /H�

instead of two in the micromorphic approach. It will turn out to be
a special case of the micromorphic model for a specific value of
the coupling modulus H�. No thermodynamical framework was
proposed for the elastoplasticity model in the original contribu-
tion �Engelen et al. 2003�. Such a framework has been sketched in
the reference �Peerlings et al. 2004� where a quadratic potential
similar to Eq. �57� is introduced, which involves in particular the
same coupling term. In contrast to the micromorphic approach,
however, no additional contribution is introduced in the power of

internal forces so that the additional partial differential equation is
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derived as a sufficient condition to identically fulfill the global
form of the entropy inequality. In the micromorphic approach, the
coupling modulus H� plays a central role and makes it possible to
have a fully consistent thermomechanical basis for the model.
When its value is high enough, it acts as a penalty term forcing
the micromorphic plastic strain to follow the macroscopic one as
close as possible.

The necessity of an additional boundary condition associated
with the nonlocal strain measure is recognized in Engelen et al.
�2003�. The associated Neumann condition is used in the form

��p . n� = 0 on �� �62�

It coincides with the more general boundary condition derived in
the micromorphic approach

b� . n� = ac on �� �63�

when ac=0 and when b� is linear with respect to � �p, as it is the
case for the quadratic potential �Eq. �57��.

The yield function is now chosen as

f��> ,R� = eq − Y − R �64�

where eq=equivalent stress measure and Y =initial yield stress.
The hardening rule then takes the following form:

R = �
��

�p
= �H + H��p − H�

�p �65�

After substituting the balance �Eq. �59�� into the hardening law,
yielding takes place when

eq = Y + H�p − A�1 +
H

H�
���p �66�

This expression coincides with the enhanced yield criterion origi-
nally proposed in Aifantis �1987� and used for strain localization
simulations in de Borst et al. �1993� when the micromorphic vari-
able remains as close as possible to the plastic strain: �p	 p. In
the latter references, the Laplace operator is directly introduced in
the yield function as a postulate, whereas its presence is derived
here from the combination of the additional balance equation and
the linear generalized constitutive equations.

In the reference �Engelen et al. 2003�, after introducing the
partial differential Eq. �61� in addition to the classical balance and
constitutive equations, the authors propose to substitute the clas-
sical hardening law R�p� by the same function R��p� where the
argument is replaced by the nonlocal equivalent plastic strain. If
such a hardening law is adopted, this model turns out to be a
special case of the present microstrain theory for the following
specific value of the hardening modulus:

H� = − H �67�

which follows from the identification �H+H��p−H�
�p=H �p ac-

cording to Eq. �65�. This assumption indeed reduces the number
of free additional parameters to one, namely, the choice of A
related to the intrinsic length of the material. Such a choice, how-
ever, is acceptable only for softening materials for which H�0.
Otherwise, the additional contribution to the free energy associ-
ated with �p in Eq. �57� will act as a destabilizing term in the
material behavior. Furthermore, the type of the partial differential
Eq. �61� would be changed. The authors also point out the limi-
tations of the simplistic method consisting of substituting the mi-
crostrain �p in the classical hardening law instead of p, especially
regarding the subsequent evolution inside plastic strain localiza-

tion bands.
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Keeping both H� and A as free parameters of the theory makes
it possible, in principle, to envisage applications to strain local-
ization phenomena in softening materials, as done in Engelen
et al. �2003� and Dillard et al. �2006�, but also to size effects in
hardening plasticity, as done in Hutchinson �2000�, Forest et al.
�2000a�, and Dillard et al. �2006�. In the application to metallic
foams in Dillard et al. �2006�, the microstrain approach was used
for both the hardening part of the material and subsequent soft-
ening. For a detailed discussion of the pros and the cons of vari-
ous available strain gradient plasticity models for both types of
applications, the reader is referred to Engelen et al. �2006�.

Consistency Condition and Extension
to Viscoplasticity

The development of the microstrain gradient plasticity model
must be complemented by the exploitation of the consistency con-
dition in order to provide the required information for possible
numerical implementation of the model. The isotropic hardening
variable is assumed to be a function R�p , �p�. The consistency
condition states the continuing fulfillment of the yield condition
�Eq. �64�� during plastic yielding

ḟ =
�f

��>
:�̇> +

�f

�R
Ṙ �68�

ḟ =
�eq

��>
:�>
>

:��̇> − �̇> p� −
�R

�p
ṗ −

�R

��p
�ṗ = 0 �69�

Taking the flow rule �Eq. �56�� into account, we obtain the ex-
pression of the plastic multiplier

�̇ = ṗ =

N> :�>
>

:�̇> −
�R

��p
�ṗ

N> :�>
>

:N> +
�R

�p

with N> =
�eq

��>
�70�

The plastic multiplier is expressed as a function of the controlled

variables �>̇ and �ṗ, which are prescribed incrementally and inde-
pendently at the material point. Plastic flow will occur if

N> :�>
>

:�̇> −
�R

��p
�ṗ � 0 �71�

provided that N> :�>
>

:N> +H+H� remains positive �no snap back at
the material point�. The stabilizing character of H� when it is
positive appears in this expression even in the case of a softening
behavior H�0.

Numerical integration of the previous constitutive equations
can be implemented according to the standard implicit � method
based on the Newton algorithm �Besson et al. 2001� and its gen-
eralization to higher order continua with additional degrees-of-
freedom as done in de Borst �1993� and de Borst et al. �1993�.
According to this approach, there is no need for a variational
formulation of the consistency condition contrary to the strain
gradient plasticity theories envisaged in Mühlhaus and Aifantis
�1991� and Liebe et al. �2001, 2003�. In the latter references,
besides the balance of linear momentum, the algorithmic consis-
tency condition has to be solved in weak form. Thereby, the
crucial issue is the determination of the active domains exhibiting
plastic loading, which is solved by an active set search algorithm
borrowed from convex nonlinear programming. In contrast, in
the present microstrain plasticity model, there is no need for

tracking the frontier of the elastic-plastic domain. The additional
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boundary conditions �Eq. �12�� are to be prescribed at the physical
boundary of the body ��. Across the interface between the elastic
and plastically flowing zones of the body, the displacement u� ,
microstrain �p, traction vector t�, and generalized traction b� .n� are
continuous. This represents a remarkable advantage of the micro-
morphic approach.

The extension of the approach to viscoplasticity is straightfor-
ward. It can be based for instance on the introduction of a visco-
plastic potential ���> ,R ,X�

�̇> p =
��

��>
ṗ = −

��

�R
�̇ =

��

�X
�72�

Specific convexity properties of the dissipation potential are suf-
ficient conditions for the entropy inequality to be identically
fulfilled. The introduction of additional micromorphic degrees-
of-freedom does not modify the structure of the local thermo-
mechanics of continua �Forest and Sievert 2003�.

Thermal Effects

The temperature dependence of the free energy has not been con-
sidered in the previous presentation of the microstrain gradient
plasticity model. The systematic procedure makes it possible to
derive the thermal effects associated with the thermomechanical
microstrain theory. This is illustrated here briefly, by considering
the possible temperature dependence of the material parameters.
In this section only, we depart from the isothermal situation. If the
moduli A�T�, H�T�, and H��T� are regarded as temperature depen-
dent, the additional balance Eq. �61� and the consistency condi-
tions �Eq. �70�� must be amended in the following way. The
generalized stresses are related by

a = div b� = div�A � �p� = A��p +
�A

�T
� T . ��p �73�

Combining this expression with the state law �Eq. �58b��, the
modified additional partial differential equation is found

�p −
A

H�

��p −
1

H�

�A

�T
� T . ��p = p �74�

Similarly, the consistency condition �Eq. �69�� is reconsidered

ḟ =
�f

��>
:�̇> +

�f

�R
Ṙ �75�

=
�eq

�
:�>
>

:��̇> − �̇> th − �̇> p� −
�R

�p
ṗ −

�R

��p
�ṗ −

�R

�T
Ṫ �76�

where the thermal strain �> th has been introduced

ṗ =

N> :�>
>

:��̇> − �̇> th� −
�R

��p
�ṗ −

�R

�T
Ṫ

N> :�>
>

:N> +
�R

�p

�77�

The variables �̇> , �ṗ, and Ṫ are known at each increment and used
to evaluate ṗ. For the sake of brevity, the classical additional
thermal contributions to the free energy �Eq. �57��, involving in
particular the thermal strain, the associated expression of entropy
according to Eq. �19� and the residual dissipation, which takes its

classical form, are not explicited here.
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Gradient of a Dislocation Density-Like Variable

The cumulative plastic strain p is generally not the appropriate
internal variable to describe realistic plastic material behavior in
metals �Lemaitre and Chaboche 1994�. The choice of an internal
variable �, which saturates for increasing plastic strain, thus,
crudely mimicking the evolution of dislocation density, which is
at the basis of plastic deformation in metals, is more relevant
�Teodosiu 1997�. One of the most simple evolution equations that
complies with this requirement is

�̇ = ṗ�1 − b�� �78�

where b=dimensionless material parameter accounting for dy-
namic recovery �Lemaitre and Chaboche 1994�. For b=0, � co-
incides with the cumulative plastic strain. The isotropic hardening
variable is then assumed to be proportional to �

R = bQ� �79�

For monotonous loading, Eq. �78� can be integrated as

� =
1

b
�1 − exp�− bp�� R = Q�1 − exp�− bp�� �80�

which coincides with the nonlinear isotropic hardening rule used
in Lemaitre and Chaboche �1994�. The set of state variables of the
initial model is then

STATE 0 = ��> e, �� �81�

The selected variable in the micromorphic extension of the model
is

� � � �� � �� STATE = ��> e, �, ��, � ��� �82�

We now give successively the expressions of the enriched power
of internal forces and of the quadratic form for the free energy
density

p�i� = �> :�̇> + a��̇ + b� . ���̇ �83�

����> e,�, ��,���� =
1

2
�> e:�>

>
:�> e +

1

2
bQ�2 +

1

2
bQ��� − ���2

+
1

2
A � �� . ��� �84�

in the case of isotropic material behavior. The state laws are

R = bQ� + bQ��� − ��� a = − bQ��� − ��� b� = A � ��

�85�

When inserted into the additional balance equation

a = div b� = A��� = − bQ��� − ��� �86�

we obtain the following partial differential equation:

�� −
A

bQ�

��� = � or equivalently

b�� −
A

Q�

��� = 1 − exp�− bp� �87�

If plasticity can invade the whole structure, the limiting case
p→� will be �= ��=1 /b with vanishing plastic strain gradient
effects. Such a model is probably not well suited for the simula-
tion of strain localization phenomena, but rather for size effect

in hardening plasticity.
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A yield criterion f��> ,R� of the form �Eq. �64�� is introduced.
Under plastic loading, we have

eq = Y + R = Y + b�Q + Q��� − bQ�
�� �88�

=Y + bQ�� − A�1 +
Q

Q�
���� �89�

For extended plasticity, the limit stress level is Y +Q as in the
classical case.

The intrinsic dissipation is

Dres = �> :�̇> p − R�̇ = f ṗ + �Y + Rb��ṗ = �Y + Qb2�2�ṗ 	 0

�90�

It remains positive as long as Q	−Y.
The formulation is flexible enough to allow straightforward

extensions to anisothermal and anisotropic material behavior fol-
lowing the guidelines given in the previous two sections.

The idea of introducing nonlocal hardening variables associ-
ated with the classical isotropic and kinematic hardening vari-
ables has been pursued in Dorgan and Voyiadjis �2003�, Voyiadjis
et al. �2004�, Voyiadjis and Dorgan �2004�, and Voyiadjis and
Abu Al-Rub �2005�, where the corresponding thermodynamical
framework is settled. Following the incentive of Walgraef and
Aifantis �1988� to introduce a diffusion-like contribution in the
evolution of dislocation densities, these authors postulate a depen-
dence of the free energy on the Laplacian of the hardening vari-
ables. Instead, we consider here a first gradient theory for which
the free energy can depend on the first gradient of the degrees-of-
freedom only. The combination of the first gradient framework
with the additional balance equation leads also to the presence of
the Laplace operator in the generalized evolution equations.

Full Microstrain Gradient Plasticity

The approach is not restricted to scalar micromorphic variables.
As in Eringen’s micromorphic model where the selected variable
is the full deformation gradient itself, it can be applied to the full
plastic strain tensor

� � �> p �� � ��> p �91�

This corresponds to five additional degrees-of-freedom if the mi-
cromorphic plastic strain ��> p is treated as a deviatoric tensor like
in dense metals. The generalized stresses are symmetric second
and third order tensors, respectively

p�i� = �> :�̇> p + a> :��̇> p + b�
>
] ���̇> p �92�

The symmetry condition applies only to the first two indices of
bijk. The power of internal forces is indeed invariant with respect
to �infinitesimal� changes of observers, due to the invariance of �> p

and ��> p themselves.
The initial and extended sets of state variables are

STATE 0 = ��> e, �> p� STATE = ��> e, �> p, ��> p, � ��> p� �93�

When the micromorphic variable is constrained to remain as close
as possible to the macroscopic one, the theories of gradient of
plastic strain presented in Forest and Sievert �2003�, Gurtin
�2003�, and Abu Al-Rub et al. �2007� are recovered. In these
works, generalized stresses are associated with the plastic strain
rate tensor and its first gradient in the extended power of internal
forces.

As an illustration, we adopt the following quadratic form for

the free energy potential:
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����> e,�> p, ��> p,���> p� =
1

2
�> e:�>

>
:�> e +

1

3
C�> p:�> p

+
1

3
��> p − ��> p�:C>

> �:��> p − ��> p�

+
1

2
� ��> p

] A>
>
>

] ���> p �94�

from which the state laws are derived

�> = �>
>

:�> e X> =
2

3
C�> p +

2

3
C>
> �:��> p − ��> p�

a> = −
2

3
C>
> �:��> p − ��> p� b�

>
= A>
>
>

] ���> p �95�

In the simplified situation for which

C>
> � = C�1>

>
A>
>
>

= A1>
>
>

�96�

where 1>
>

and 1>
>
>

are the fourth rank and sixth rank identity tensors
operating, respectively, on symmetric second order tensors and
symmetric �with respect to the first two indices� third rank ten-
sors, the combination of the additional balance equation and state
laws leads to the following partial differential equation:

a> = div b�
>

= A���> p = −
2

3
C���> p − ��> p� �97�

��> p −
3A

2C�

���> p = �> p �98�

The differential operators act in the following way with respect to
a Cartesian frame �e� i�i=1,3:

div b�
>

= bijk,ke� i � e� j ���> p = ����ij
p�e� i � e� j �99�

The associated boundary conditions on the boundary of the body
are given by a set of six equations

b�
>

. n� = a> c �100�

The internal variable �> =�> p=proper state variable for a plasticity
theory incorporating linear kinematic hardening, X> being the
back-stress tensor. The retained isotropic yield function for ex-
tended J2-plasticity is

f��> ,X> � = J2��> − X> � − Y �101�

=J2��> −
2

3
�C + C���> p −

2

3
C�

��> p� − Y �102�

=J2��> −
2

3
C�

��> p + A�1 +
C

C�
����> p� − Y �103�

where J2��> �=
3��> dev:�> dev� /2=von Mises second invariant for
symmetric second rank tensors. The normality rule is adopted

�̇> p = �̇
�f

��>
= − �̇

�f

�X
= ṗN> �104�

The intrinsic dissipation then takes its classical form

Dres = �> :�> p − X> :�̇> p = f ṗ + Yṗ 	 0 �105�

with energy storage associated with kinematic hardening. The

plastic multiplier is deduced from the consistency condition
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ḟ = N> :�̇> − N> :Ẋ> = N> :�>
>

:��̇> − ṗN> � − N> :�2

3
�C + C���̇> p −

2

3
C�

��̇> p� = 0

�106�

ṗ =

N> :��>
>

:�̇> +
2

3
C�

��̇> p�
N> :�>

>
:N> + C + C�

�107�

where both �̇> and ��̇> p
controllable independent variables at the
material point.

The fact that the gradient of the plastic strain tensor �or part
of it, in models retaining only the rotational part� mainly impacts
on the kinematic hardening of the material has been recognized
in Steinmann �1996�, Forest et al. �2002c�, Forest and Sievert
�2003�, and Gurtin �2003�. In these references, the divergence of
the higher order generalized stress tensor acts as a back-stress.

Application to Nonlinear Kinematic Hardening

Linear kinematic hardening has a limited range of validity in
nonlinear mechanics of materials. The nonlinear extension of ki-
nematic hardening as formulated in Lemaitre and Chaboche
�1994� and Maugin �1992� is recalled

X> =
2

3
C�> �̇> = �̇> p − Dṗ�> �108�

Linear kinematic hardening is retrieved when the material param-
eter D vanishes. In the latter case, the internal variable �> reduces
to the plastic strain tensor itself. The initial state space is

STATE 0 = ��> p, �> � �109�

The variable selected for the application of the micromorphic
approach is

� � �> �� � ��> �110�

This corresponds to five additional degrees-of-freedom if the ��>
is treated as a deviatoric tensor like the macroscopic kinematic
hardening variable �> . The state space is enlarged as follows:

STATE 0 = ��> p, �> , ��> , � ��> � �111�

The quadratic free energy function �Eq. �94�� is changed into

����> ,�> , ��> , � ��> � =
1

2
�> e:�>

>
:�e +

1

3
C�> :�>

+
1

3
��> − ��> �:C>

> �:��> − ��> �

+
1

2
� ��> ] A>

>
>

] ���> �112�

Compared to Eq. �95�, the state laws modify to

�> = �>
>

:�> e X> =
2

3
C�> +

2

3
C>
> �:��> − ��> �

a> = −
2

3
C>
> �:��> − ��> � b�

>
= A>
>
>

] ���> �113�

In the simplified situation �Eq. �96��, the combination of the ad-

ditional balance equation and of the previous state laws gives
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a> = −
2

3
C���> − ��> � = div b�

>
= A���> �114�

The partial differential equation, which the micromorphic kine-
matic hardening variable obeys, is then

��> −
3A

2C�

���> = �> �115�

The idea of introducing a nonlocal kinematic hardening variable
associated with the classical one is due to Dorgan and Voyiadjis
�2003�. The classical evolution law �Eq. �108�� for kinematic
hardening can be kept in the micromorphic model

�̇> = �̇> p − Dṗ�> = �̇> p − Dṗ���> −
3A

2C�

���> � �116�

It has, however, a nonlocal evolution in terms of the micromor-
phic kinematic hardening variable.

We finally give the yield function and exploit the consistency
condition

f = J2��> − X> � − Y = J2��> −
2

3
C��> + A�1 +

C

C�
����> � − Y = 0

�117�

ṗ =

N> :��>
>

:�̇> +
2

3
C�

��̇> �
N> :�>

>
:N> + �C + C���1 −

2

3
DN> :�> � �118�

The intrinsic dissipation is then evaluated as

Dres = �> :�̇> p − X> :�̇> = �> :�̇> p − X> :�̇> p + ṗDX> :�> �119�

=J2��> − X> �ṗ + DṗX> :�> �120�

= f ṗ̇ + �Y +
D

C + C�

J2
2�X> � +

3

2

DC�

C + C�

X> :��> �ṗ �121�

Because of the last term, it is not possible to ensure the positivity
of dissipation for any values of the state variables and degrees-
of-freedom. If the evolution equation for kinematic hardening is
kept in the classical form �Eq. �116��, it will be necessary for any
computation based on this model to check the positivity numeri-
cally at each material point and at each loading time.

A slight modification of Eq. �116� can be proposed to alleviate
this weakness of the previous model, as follows:

�̇> = �̇> p − Dṗ��> +
C�

C
��> − ��> �� �122�

This evolution law for kinematic hardening still has a local char-
acter that makes its numerical implementation straightforward
within an implicit integration scheme. It introduces, however,
a coupling between the macroscopic and micromorphic kinematic
hardening variables. In the two limit cases C�=0 �uncoupled

evolution of the micromorphic variable� or �> = ��> �constrained
evolution of the micromorphic variable�, the enhanced evolution
rule �Eq. �122�� reduces to the classical one �Eq. �108��. In all
situations, it implies

Dres = J2� − X> �ṗ +
D

ṗJ2
2�X> � 	 0 �123�
C + C�
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The combination of micromorphic isotropic and kinematic
hardening in a more elaborate elastoplastic model is straightfor-
ward based on the developments of the preceding sections. So
does the extension to viscoplasticity as discussed earlier.

Dissipative Micromechanisms

In all the previous examples, it has been assumed that the micro-
morphic variable and its gradient contribute to the free energy
density of the material only and not to the intrinsic dissipa-
tion. This is a strong hypothesis motivated by the pragmatic ar-
gument of simplicity. Indeed the extended elastoplasticity theories
then require only two additional material parameters, a coupling
modulus and a characteristic length. However, the microdefor-
mation can be associated with dissipative mechanisms and the
systematic procedure sketched in an earlier section must be
complemented by the following concepts.

The micromorphic variable and its gradient are split into dis-
sipative and nondissipative parts, called elastic and plastic parts,
respectively

�� = ��e + ��p K� = ��� = K� e + K� p �124�

Note that the decomposition of �� into elastic and plastic parts in
an unambiguous way is possible only if it has some invariance
properties with respect to change of observers. For instance, such
a decomposition has no meaning if ��R> , i.e., for a Cosserat
theory since the material rotation and the microrotation are not
objective quantities. Instead, the relative rotation, written �− ��
within the small deformation framework, is invariant w.r.t. change
of observer and can, therefore, be decomposed unambiguously.
Such elastic-plastic decompositions of the additional strain mea-
sures have been proposed for the full micromorphic and full mi-
crostrain continua in Sansour �1998a,b� and Forest and Sievert
�2003, 2006� within the finite deformation framework.

The space of state variables becomes

STATE = ��> e, �, ��e, K� e� �125�

The Clausius-Duhem inequality now takes the form

− ��̇ + �> :�̇> + a��̇ + b� . K̇� 	 0 �126�

��> − �
��

��> e�:�̇> e + �a − �
��

���e���̇e + �b� − �
��

�K� e� . K̇� e + �> :�̇> p

− �
��

��
�̇ + a��̇p + b� . K̇� p 	 0 �127�

from which the state laws are derived

�> = �
��

��> e X = �
��

��
a =

��

���e b� =
��

�K� e �128�

The plastic parts of the micromorphic variables now contribute to
the intrinsic dissipation

Dres = �> :�̇> p − X�̇ + a��̇p + b� . K̇� p 	 0 �129�

The positivity of dissipation can be identically fulfilled by the
proper choice of a dissipation potential ���> ,X ,a ,b� � that depends
on all thermodynamic forces

�̇> p =
��

�̇ = −
�� ��̇p =

��
K̇� p =

��
�130�
��> �X �a �b�
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Example
For the illustration, let us consider the extreme situation for which
the micromorphic variables contribute to the dissipation only
so that all the parts ��e and K� e can be neglected. It corresponds
to the opposite situation to that analyzed in the micromophic
approach. The case of scalar microstrain gradient viscoplasticity
�� p, ��� �p is handled as an example.

The following enhanced viscoplastic potential is proposed,
starting from a template viscoplastic model from Lemaitre and
Chaboche �1994�:

���> ,R,a,b� � =
K

n + 1
� f��> ,R,a�

K
�n+1

+
a2

2K�

+
1

2A
b� . b�

�131�

where �·� represents the positive part of the quantity in brackets;
and f is the following yield function:

f��> ,R,a,b� � = eq − Y − R + a �132�

The coupling between macroscopic and micromorphic variables
goes through the introduction of the generalized stress a in the
yield function f . The additional contributions are quadratic with
respect to the generalized stresses. Derivation of the dissipation
potential w.r.t. to all thermodynamical forces provide the evolu-
tion equations

�̇> p =
��

��>
= ṗN> �133�

ṗ = −
��

�R
= � f

K
�n

�134�

�ṗ =
��

�a
= ṗ +

a

K�

�135�

K̇� p =
��

�b�
=

1

A
b� �136�

The partial differential equation satisfied by the micromorphic
variable is derived after combining the additional balance equa-
tion relating the generalized stresses and the previous evolution
equations

a = div b� = A��ṗ = − K��ṗ − �ṗ� �137�

�ṗ −
A

K�

��ṗ = ṗ �138�

The latter equation turns out to be the time derivative of Eq. �61�.
Under plastic loading, the current equivalent stress level can be
evaluated as

eq = Y + Kṗ1/n + K��ṗ − �ṗ� �139�

which we expand further in the specific simple case n=1 of linear
viscosity

eq = Y + R + K�ṗ − A�1 +
K

K�
���ṗ �140�

which is to be compared to Eq. �66�. In contrast to the plastic
microstrain model proposed in the microstrain gradient plasticity
section, the micromorphic variable and its Laplacian solely
modify the viscous part of the stress instead of the strain harden-

ing part. This dissipative model can be regarded as the purely
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viscous counterpart of the elastoplastic microstrain model de-
picted in that section. Combining both models through simulta-
neous microstrain energy storage and dissipation will affect both
work hardening and viscosity of the material.

Gradient of Microdamage

The application of the micromorphic approach to damage thermo-
mechanics is tackled here, starting from the basic classical dam-
age model based on formulations from Lemaitre and Chaboche
�1994� and Besson �2004�. Several features of available gradient
of damage models are recovered, especially Frémond and Nedjar
�1996� and Peerlings et al. �2004�.

Brittle Microdamage

The selected variable is first a scalar damage parameter D

� � D �� = �D STATE = ��> ,D, �D, � �D� �141�

The power of internal forces is extended as follows:

p�i� = �> :�̇> + a�Ḋ + b� . ��Ḋ �142�

thus, introducing the generalized stresses a and b> . The application
of the method of virtual power gives the balance Eq. �32� and the
boundary condition Eq. �63� that these stresses must satisfy.

The idea of treating the damage variable as an actual degree-
of-freedom goes back to the work of Frémond and Nedjar �1996�.
In contrast, this status is attributed here to the microdamage vari-
able �D. The Clausius-Duhem inequality taking the microdamage
gradient into account is

− ��̇ + �> :�̇> + a�Ḋ + b� . ��Ḋ 	 0 �143�

��> − �
��

��>
�:�̇> + �a − �

��

��D
��Ḋ + �b� − �

��

� � �D
� . ��Ḋ − �

��

�D
Ḋ

	 0 �144�

The state laws follow:

�> = �
��

��>
a = �

��

��D
b� = �

��

� � �D
Y = − �

��

�D
�145�

The intrinsic dissipation reduces then to

Dres = YḊ 	 0 �146�

At this stage, a convex damage function f�Y� can be chosen as a
damage criterion and dissipation potential

Ḋ = �̇
�f

�Y
�147�

The most simple example is perhaps Marigo’s model �Marigo
1981; Besson 2004; Lemaitre and Desmorat 2004� for which the
damage evolution is explicit

f�Y� = Y − ��D� D = �−1�Y� �148�

The corresponding enhanced free energy density can be taken of

the form
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����> ,D, �D,��D� =
1

2
�1 − D��> :�>

>
:�> +

1

2
H��D − �D�2

+
1

2
A � �D . ��D �149�

Damage then affects the elastic response of the material according
to

�> = �
��

��>
= �1 − D��>

>
:�> �150�

The damage variable D is constrained to remain lower than 1,
complete failure being reached at this limit. We do not introduce
here any ingredient for imposing such a constraint to the mi-
crodamage �D. The driving force for damage is

Y = − �
��

�D
=

1

2
�> :�>

>
:�> − H��D − �D� �151�

The generalized stresses are

a = �
��

��D
= − H��D − �D� b� = �

��

� � �D
= A � �D �152�

The additional partial differential equation is obtained as

a = div b> ⇒ �D −
A

H�

��D = D �153�

This additional partial differential equation has been used suc-
cessfully to model the development of damage in composites in
Germain et al. �2007�.

For a linear evolution of the damage threshold �at least as long
as D remains smaller than 1�

��D� = Y0 + HD �154�

the damage level can be determined explicitly from the continu-
ing damaging condition f =0

D =
�> :�>

>
:�> − 2Y0 + 2H�

�D

2�H + H��
�155�

More general evolution laws for the damage threshold have been
considered in Geers et al. �1998� to ensure a suitable description
down to zero stress levels corresponding to final fracture of the
material, especially avoiding unrealistic growth of the damage
zone.

The previous example involves the damage variable D for
brittle fracture. For ductile damage, the relevant variable is the
void density. The gradient of porosity has been considered for
modeling ductile fracture as early as Bammann and Aifantis
�1989�.

Damage and Scalar Microstrain

In the original strain-based gradient damage models presented in
Geers et al. �1998� and Peerlings et al. �2001�, the selected vari-
able is not the damage variable itself but an equivalent strain
measure �eq

� � �eq
�� � �� STATE = ��> , �eq, D, ��, � ���

�156�

The additional partial differential equation postulated in Geers

et al. �1998�
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�� −
A

H�

��� = �eq �157�

is retrieved for the following form of the free energy density
function

����> ,�eq,D, ��,���� =
1

2
�1 − D��> :�>

>
:�> +

1

2
H���eq − ���2

+
1

2
A � �� . ��� �158�

Such a coupling between the elastic energy and the cost for a
deviation of the microstrain from the macrostrain leads to a modi-
fication of the stress-strain relation compared to the original clas-
sical model

�> = �1 − D��>
>

:�> + H���eq − ���
��eq

��>
�159�

The same modification has been found in Peerlings et al. �2004�
according to a different thermodynamical framework. In their
work, this modification arises as a sufficient condition to identi-
cally fulfill the entropy inequality in its global form. Following
the same argument, the authors derive the partial differential
Eq. �157� and a specialized form of the boundary condition
Eq. �63�. In their numerical applications, they study the impact of
values of the coupling modulus ranging from 0 to E �classical
Young’s modulus�.

The main difference between the derivation of the strain-based
gradient model according to the micromorphic approach and the
derivation proposed in Peerlings et al. �2004� lies in the fact that
the generalized stresses a and b� fulfilling an additional balance
equation and contributing explicitly to the local energy balance
�local formulation of the first principle of thermodynamics� are
introduced in the present approach but not in Peerlings et al.
�2004�. In contrast, the latter reference is based on the exploita-
tion of the entropy principle in its global form and on the choice
of sufficient �local� conditions that ensure the positivity of global
dissipation.

Multimechanism and Anisotropic Micromorphic
Plasticity and Damage

The paradigm for anisotropic elastoplastic modeling is repre-
sented by crystal plasticity because the kinematics of deformation
and the evolution of anisotropy are dictated by the crystallogra-
phy of the physical deformation mechanisms. That is why the
crystal plasticity framework is chosen here to illustrate how the
micromorphic approach can be applied to multimechanism plas-
ticity and eventually damage. The infinitesimal deformation
framework is adopted here for the sake of conciseness.

We start from a formulation of single crystal behavior pro-
posed by Diard et al. �2002� and Marchal et al. �2006� in which
the total strain increment is due to the contributions of elastic,
plastic deformation, and damage mechanism

�̇> = �̇> e + �̇> p + �̇> d �160�

The plastic deformation is due to slip processes with respect to N
slip systems represented by the normal to the slip plane n� s and the

s
slip direction m�
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�̇> p = 
s=1

N

�̇s�m� s
� n� s�sym �161�

where � �sym denotes the symmetric part of the orientation tensor.
The driving force for activating plastic slip is the resolved shear
stress obtained by projecting the stress tensor on the orientation
tensor. Cleavage damage is represented by the opening �s of M
crystallographic cleavage planes

�̇> d = 
s=1

M

�̇sn� s
� n� s �162�

Other damage systems must be introduced to accommodate in-
plane deformation once cleavage has started. Cleavage is prima-
rily driven by the normal stress with respect to the plane
orthogonal to n� s. Finite-element simulations of the deformation
and damage of single crystals and grains at high temperature were
performed in Diard et al. �2002� and Marchal et al. �2006�. The
question arises of the generalized continuum extension of such a
model to include size effects in the behavior and/or ensure mesh-
independent results in the damaging response of the material.

Regarding size effects in crystal plasticity, the authors in
Gurtin �2000�, Gurtin and Needleman �2005� and Bayley et al.
�2006� propose to select the slip variable

�s � �s �163�

and to incorporate the effect of the gradient of slip ��s into the
modeling. A generalized stress b� s is associated with ��s. Regard-
ing damage in laminate composites, it was proposed in Germain
et al. �2007� to select the variable �s and to associate it with a
microdamage variable ��s

�s � �s ��� � ��s �164�

Similarly, a generalized stress b� s must be associated with ��s. In
the finite-element implementation of this model, M additional
degrees-of-freedom are attributed to each node. In Bayley et al.
�2006�, 18 dislocation densities were treated as additional
degrees-of-freedom. The number of degrees-of-freedom, thus, in-
creases with the number of involved deformation or damage
mechanisms.

Boundary and Interface Conditions

Additional boundary and interface conditions must be taken into
account as a consequence of the previous choices. For an ideal
interface with normal n� , they read

���s� = 0 and �b� s . n� � = 0 �165�

where �f� represents the jump of f across the boundary. For the
size-dependent plasticity models �Gurtin 2000�, ��s has to be re-
placed by �s itself. Such conditions have to be enforced at grain
boundaries separating crystals or at the interface between lami-
nates. They are unambiguous for single slip �N=1� or cleavage
�M =1�. But for multislip situations, a difficulty arises considering
that the variables �s are defined only up to a symmetry belonging
to the crystal symmetry group of the material. As a result, jump
conditions at an interface between two such materials �such as
two grains� cannot be uniquely defined. Indeed, the labeling of
slip or cleavage systems is not intrinsic and is independent in
different grains so that it is impossible to say whether �1 on one
side of the grain boundary should be continuous with �1 or, let

2
say, � in the other grain, according to Eq. �165�. Similar diffi-
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culties arise in the anisotropic damage of composites �Germain
et al. 2007�.

The alternative choice consists of selecting that intrinsic total
plastic or damage strain tensors, instead of the individual slip or
cleavage contribution

� � �> p �� � ��> p or � � �> d �� � ��> d �166�

If a quadratic potential is chosen with respect to this microstrain
variable and its gradient, the additional balance equation leads
to the following partial differential equations relating macro and
microstrain:

��> d − div�A>
>
>

] ���> d� = �> d �167�

where A>
>
>

is the sixth order tensor of generalized stiffness.

Internal Constraints

At several places, it was noted that models based on the micro-
morphic approach are related to existing gradient models by im-
posing the internal constraint that the micromorphic variable
coincides with the selected variable of the original classical model

�� � � �168�

The microstrain gradient K� =��� then coincides with the gradi-
ent of �. In this context, the coupling modulus H� that penalizes
the departure of the microvariable from the macrovariable accord-
ing to the micromorphic approach, becomes a Lagrange multiplier
in the constrained theory.

It was already mentioned that the constrained full micromor-
phic theory is nothing but Mindlin second gradient theory.
Aifantis-like models involving the Laplacian of plastic strain,
damage, or dislocation densities are retrieved by constraining the
micromorphic theories involving plastic or damage microstrains.
The gradient of plastic strain theory proposed by Gurtin �2003�
can also be regarded as a constrained micromorphic theory. The
relation to the so-called “explicit approach” �Engelen et al. 2003�
appears when the hardening behavior is linked to the difference
�p,d−A��p,d where �p,d is an equivalent measure of plastic or
damage strain.

The constrained micromorphic approach delivers models that
belong to the class of gradient of internal variable or internal
degree-of-freedom models as initially proposed in Maugin
�1990�, Maugin and Muschik �1994�, and Papenfuss and Forest
�2006�.

From the computational point of view, the constrained micro-
morphic approach can be used to formulate a finite-element
implementation of these gradient plasticity or damage models, in
which the micromorphic variable and the Lagrange multipliers
are treated as additional nodal degrees-of-freedom.

Conclusions

The micromorphic approach to plasticity and damage consists of
introducing additional internal degrees-of-freedom associated
with the state or internal variables present in elastoviscoplasticity
models of materials. Generalized stresses are attributed to the
micromorphic variable and its first gradients. They must fulfill a
balance equation in addition of the usual balance of momentum.
The coupling between the macro and microvariables goes through

�
the introduction of the relative generalized strain �− � as an
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argument of the free energy density function. When the free en-
ergy is assumed to be a quadratic function of the generalized
relative strain and of the gradient of the micromorphic variable,
one invariably obtains a Helmholtz type of additional partial dif-
ferential equation fulfilled by the micromorphic variables, includ-
ing a source term, according to the terminology in Lazar et al.
�2006�. This equation obtained by substituting constitutive equa-
tions in the generalized balance of momentum is akin to the so-
called implicit gradient approach of plasticity and damage, which
postulates a priori this form of partial differential equation.

The suitable form of the additional boundary conditions was
derived from the generalized principle of virtual power. The con-
tact generalized force ac can in general take any value. At a free
surface, it must be set to zero. In other cases, the boundary con-
ditions in the Dirichlet or Neumann forms may be more difficult
to settle. Far from a zone of strong gradients in the mechanical
fields, the condition ac=0 will still be acceptable.

The fundamental difference between the so-called implicit gra-
dient approach and the micromorphic approach lies in the fact
that, in the micromorphic model, the status of balance equation,
resulting from the extension of the principle of virtual work, is
fully acknowledged for the additional partial differential equation,
in the spirit of Eringen �1999� and Frémond and Nedjar �1996�.
The power expanded by the generalized stress tensors contributes
to local balance of the energy equation. As a result, the detailed
form of this balance equation can be derived from the usual
thermomechanical principles in the presence of any coupling and
anisotropy effects. The modification of its form has been illus-
trated for the thermal coupling. In contrast, this partial differential
equation arises according to the thermodynamical framework in
Peerlings et al. �2004� as a sufficient condition to fulfill the en-
tropy inequality in its global form. In the micromorphic approach,
the second principle is still considered in its local form and the
constitutive laws are selected to fulfill it identically in the spirit of
Coleman and Noll �1963�.

The general structure of the partial differential Eq. �33� results
from the combination of an additional balance equation and of
specific linear constitutive equations. It is the merit of the micro-
morphic approach to clearly separate universal balance equations
from specific constitutive equations. This is the main argument
put forward by Gurtin �1996� and Maugin �2006� for introducing
generalized stresses in diffusion theory also �see the last line of
Table 1�. The additional balance equation and associated bound-
ary conditions take the general form �Eqs. �32� and �63��. The
micromorphic approach can give access to more general addi-
tional partial differential equations resulting from more general
constitutive equations than Eqs. �30� and �31�. In particular,
anisothermal and anisotropic theories can be developed in an un-
ambiguous way, as exemplified in earlier sections.

The thermodynamical formulation of generalized continuum
mechanics is a necessary step to establish the well-suited thermo-
mechanical coupling required for realistic structural computa-
tions, which represent the ultimate objective of the approach. Few
attempts to derive such thermomechanical effects exist in the
literature. In Lorentz and Andrieux �2003�, for example, a ther-
modynamical framework for strain and damage gradient models
was proposed but the thermal effects were not derived. In
Cardona et al. �1999�, Forest et al. �2000b�, Ireman and Nguyen
�2004�, and Forest and Amestoy �2008�, the effect of gradient of

temperature was investigated.
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